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Abstract:This manuscript describe the power of steel fiber sharing on the final strength of concrete beams. An 

investigational & analytical study of the performance of concrete beam resistant by means of Conservative 

strengthen bar and steel fibers beneath lateral load be available. It is now well recognized that one of the 

important properties of steel fiber reinforced concrete is its superior resistance to cracking and Crack spread. 

As a result of this ability to capture cracks, fiber composites possess increased extensibility and tensile strength, 

both at first crack and at ultimate load and the fibers are able to hold the matrix together even after extensive 

cracking. The net result of all these is to pass on to the fiber composite pronounced post – cracking ductility 

which is unheard of in ordinary concrete. The transformation from a brittle to a yielding type of material would 

increase substantially the energy absorption characteristics of the fiber composite and its ability to withstand 

repeatedly applied, upset or impact loading. Tests on conventionally reinforced concrete beam specimens, 

containing steel fibers in different size, have been conducted to establish load- deflection curves. It was 

observed that (SFRC) beams showed enhanced properties compared to that of RC beams with steel fibers. The 

experimental investigations are validated with the analytical studies carried out by finite element models using.  
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I.   Introduction 
SFRC is a complex material made of cement, water, fine and coarse collective, and a dispersal of 

discontinuous, small fibers. These short separate fibers are uniformly distributed and arbitrarily oriented. They 

are varied with concrete before pouring. The unbreakable concrete structures are subjected to lateral loads 

during dynamic loads such as underground eruption shocks, traffic loads on the bridges, etc. It is well known 

that simple concrete is brittle and weak below flexural loads. To eliminate the disadvantages of plain concrete is 

added fibers into concrete mix. All admixtures meeting ASTM specifications for use in concrete are suitable for 

use in SFRC.Steel fiber-reinforced concrete (SFRC) has gain greater than before popularity in construction 

industries in recent years. 

 

Property of Concrete material Improved by Steel Fibers: 

     Flexural power: Flexural winding force can be increased of up to 3 times more compare to conventional 

concrete.  

Impact Resistance: an impact is a high force or shock applied over a short time period when two or more bodies 

collide  

Permeability: The material is fewer absorbent. 

Abrasion Resistance: extra effectual composition against scrape and spell. 

Shrinkage: decrease crack can be eliminating. 

Corrosion: Corrosion may affect the material other than it will be limited in sure area. 

 

II.  Aim of work 
The aim of this study is to: 

Study the mechanical properties like flexural force, modulus of softness flexure beam and Cylinders. 

Study ductility requirement, instant rotary motion ability, and energy absorption capacity for SFRC beams under 

loading using hybrid steel fibers of dissimilar quantity fraction get better the resistance of conventionally 

reinforced structural members to cracking, deflection and other Service ability conditions; by utilize the intrinsic 

substance properties of fiber concrete. 

 

 Range: 

The range of work is to study the behavior of steel fiber reinforced beams under lateral loading and 

Comparing the consequences both analytically using a general purpose limited element-modeling wrap upand 

experimentally. The parameters investigated are: 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Force
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shock_(mechanics)
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s.no Fibre Aspect 
ratio 

(l/d) 

Length 
(mm) 

Diameter 
(mm) 

1    straight 

End -1 

90 65 0.65 

2 Straight 

End -2 

58 30 0.45 

3    straight 
End -3 

47 40 1.21 

4 Deformed 50 40 2 

 

Water cement Fine 

aggregate 

Coarse 

aggregate 

  80   3       7           10 

40          3    7   10 

 

Investigate impact:  

It is obviously see as of the text that the behavior of beam is affect through the properties of core 

concrete. Ductility be attractive in unbreakable concrete frames under seismic loading. Ductility is usually 

achieved by provided that closely spaced flat tie, other than this causes difficulty inside insertion concrete in 

densely reinforced portions resulting in bad concreting. To keep away from such closely spaced stirrups, 

imprisonment characteristics of core concrete has to be better, which increase the ductility of the core concrete. 

In this respect, steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) which posses ductility, hardiness and tensile power 

additional than the plain straight concrete can be careful in the way of put back the plain concrete .It be 

predictable so as to use of SFRC can get rid of partly or completely the tie ,therefore avoid the overcrowding of 

strengthening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III.   Materials and Methods 
Materials: 

                The materials used in the experimental work are tested for their properties and the details are 

furnished. Raw materials were used for preparation of the specimen Ordinary Portland Cement Coarse aggregate 

with 10 mm maximum size Fine collective Steel Reinforcement High Yield for main bar 12 mm, 10 mm and 

kind steel for cut off reinforcement 8 mm, plywood with width 12 mm to set formwork 

 

Information of Fibers: 
Fiber used – straight end, Deformed with following aspect ratios and diameters. The roperties of fibers are given 

 

Combine Design: 

                    Considering the capacity of beam testing machine, the grade of the concrete is M15. The mix 

design of  the M25 grade concrete as per IS: 456:2005. 

 

 Aim of RC Beam: 

The RC Beam is calculated based on the load carrying ability of the testing apparatus. The limiting 

load applied on the beam from the apparatus is considered as 250kN. The dimensions and reinforcement details 

for the beam are given below. The detailing of the beam is done as normal detailing and ductile detailing. 

L - 1700 mm B - 140 mm D - 220 mm 

 

Experimental method: 

Every one beams after cast is cured for 25 days prior to testing. Lateral Loading is the application of incremental 

Push and Pull Load. The study is also known as Push-Pull analysis. The loads are applied incrementally as 

positive and negative loads. Hydraulic jack and load cells 20 tones or 25 tones are placed above and below the 

beam in order to get the effect of lateral loading. Every one beam is tested for corresponding load increment and 

finally the behavior of beam is studied 

 Analytical examination: 

The study on the structural outline is basically a deflection controlled analysis therefore the analysis is 

approved out by the application of sideways force. The mains model is analyses and the dislocation results 

areobserved from lateral loading by applying each load increment both in positive direction and in negative 

direction. Figure showing the reinforcement details in Dynamic Behavior Reinforcement shown below. 
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IV. Conclusion 
The investigational values of the strain and deflection of steel fiber reinforced concrete beams are 

comparing with that of the matching estimated values of the strain and deflection of reinforced concrete beams 

without fiber. The contrast reveals that the strength depends on the presence of fiber and it increases with 

decrease in the spacing of stirrups increase in the percentage of web reinforcement. The ultimate strength of 

SFRC beams is methodically obtained. The analytical results were compared with the investigational results 
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